Wanhao duplicator I3 catalogue
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PRACTICAL EXPLORATION OF 3D PRINTING
PRINT FOR LIFE IMPROVEMENT DESIGN COMPETITION

“The full assemblied 3D
printer, complex but simple!
A small step for Wanhao, A
giant leap for you.”
Just have a free email: SALES@WANHAO3DPRINTER.COM

www.wANHAO3DPRINTER.com

More than your expectation!

blied 3d printer. All you need to do is plug

wanhao duplicator i3 is full assem-

Full covered power and control box

All Wanhao spare parts are unique designed

in the power and turn on the printer, then

Safety is No.1 standard for all Wanhao Print-

. Based on Wanhao superior machining

start your pringing journey. This machine is

er. Wanhao only use CE, CB, FCC certified

shop, all parts are finely produced and

specially designed for the home user who

Power supply unit and Control board. Your

inspected. We guarantee all spare parts are

has no 3D experience before and who has

safety, we care!

qualified.

small buget but big dream of 3D printing.

Long life bearing components

3 linear bearing

MK10 extruder

drag chain

Wanhao applied 3 linear bearing on

unique mk10 extruder

CNC drag chain.

the extruder. This is not only increase the

Wanhao Unique MK10 extruder design pro-

This design only exist in premieum

cost but also improve the stability of print.

vide more smooth extruding and easy load-

machines. A bundle of cable shall never

Because 3 points determine one plane

ing and un-loading. Less extruder trouble,

become your headache. More quiet and

which enable the amounting the extruder

more reliable! Extra cooling fan make your

smoother than ever.

on a none-shaking plane. Therefore you get

prints sharper than ever. Printing quality,

better print than any other i3 printer.

we are expert.
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Wanhao i3 Specification
Machine Type:

Wanhao I3 3D Printer

Best ambient temperature:

≥25°C

Print precision:

0.1 mm(minimal)

Build size:

200 X 200 X 180mm

Extruder quantity:

MK10 Single Extruder

Speed:

10-70mm/s adjustable

Positioning accuracy:

Z 0.004mm,XY 0.012mm

Extruder diameter:

0.4mm

Recommended extruder temperature:
190-210°C( maximum can be set to 260°C)
Heating plate temperature
60-100°C( proper winter warming and summer appropriate cooling
Power Supply Unit:
Connection:

110V or 220V,240W,50Hz, 0.89A
via TF card or USB,SD card

Printer reading format:

Gcode

Compatibility: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Linux, Mac OX
Certification:

CE, CB

Unit weight:

10KG

Printer unfolding size:

400 X 410 X400mm

Package size:
Material type:
Material specifications:
Material colors :

470 X 470X470mmf
ABS and PLA filamentss
1.75 mm in diameter5
Wanhao Classic 40 colors

contact information
You may contact Wanhao official distributor on our website lit.
WEB: www. wanhao3dprinter.com
Email: Sales@wanhao3dprinter.com
Technical support : Support @wanhao3dprinter.com
Address: No.77 Renming Road, Wucheng district, Jinhua, Zhejiang, China

